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Abstract
The low rolling resistance in railway transportation is a key factor for its high efficiency,
but it comes at the price of very high contact pressure between the rail and wheel. Due
to the high stresses and the large number of load cycles during railway operation, both
the rail and the wheel can be susceptible to fatigue crack initiation and propagation.
Furthermore, thermal loads due to frictional heating can generate high temperature in the
material surface layers leading to gradual or drastic changes in material behavior. Other
events that may cause such high temperatures include welding or grinding of the rail.
In this thesis, a modeling framework for phase transformations and cyclic plasticity of
pearlitic steel is developed. The framework allows for modeling of the thermo-mechanical
behavior of the individual phases. The implemented phase transformation kinetics in
heating events include austenitization and possible tempering of martensite, and in cooling
events the formation of pearlite, bainite, and martensite. Cyclic plasticity is incorporated
in the model by using a Chaboche plasticity model with a von Mises yield function,
non-linear isotropic and kinematic hardening. The capability of the modeling framework
is demonstrated by studying the development of residual stresses during a double wheel
flat scenario on the tread of a railway wheel followed by rolling contact loadings.
Further, the modeling framework is extended and improved by accounting for transformation induced plasticity (TRIP). To further improve the model, the influence of the
choice of homogenization method is evaluated. Four methods are considered; iso-strain,
iso-stress, self-consistent method and the linear mixture rule. These show different behavior during the multi-phase stages in simulations of a laser heated rail surface, which
in turn affects the residual stress states. Although the conclusions are not entirely clear,
comparison with experimental data indicates that the iso-strain and the self-consistent
method are the most promising, with a slight advantage to the latter.
The thesis also presents an attempt at using the developed material model and the
linear mixture rule in a simple butt-weld simulation, which can be seen as a first step
towards simulation of repair welding of rails. The simulation includes a moving heat
source and continuous addition of filler material. Preliminary results show that residual
stress fields found for similar examples in the literature can be reproduced. Therefore, it
is believed that the simulation methodologies developed in Papers A and B can be used
as a basis for future developments towards simulations of repair welding of rails.
Keywords: Pearlitic steel, Phase transformations, Homogenization, Cyclic plasticity, TRIP,
FEM
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Part I

Extended Summary
1
1.1

Introduction
Background and motivation

The historical impact that railway networks have had on shaping our modern society
can hardly be understated, a simple and powerful example is the introduction of the
standard time system. In regions where railways were first constructed on a large scale,
Western Europe, Japan and North America, the development of track networks played a
major role in economic development by considerably improving the efficiency of inland
transportation. This efficiency advantage over road transportation is still its primary
asset, cf. Rodrigue et. al [1].
Recent studies by Doll et al.[2] carried out on request from the European Environment
Agency show that traveling by train has the lowest environmental footprint in terms of
CO2 emissions per kilometers traveled and per tonne transported. This is especially true
for inland freight transportation, where emissions per tonne transported are about tenfold
less than that of road-going heavy goods vehicles. The studies also show that during the
period 2014 to 2018, railway transportation has improved its efficiency by about 13%
and has increased demand, with the average European passenger train occupancy rate
increasing by 12% and the load for rail freight increasing by 9%.
To limit the global climate change, the EU and the international community have
agreed upon goals to reduce emissions by 80-95% below 1990 levels by 2050 (EC2011 [3]).
Analysis shows that to meet this goal, the transport sector has to reduce its emissions of
greenhouse gases by 60% below 1990 levels, which corresponds to cutting emissions by
70% below 2008 levels (EC2011 [4]). To this end, the reports state that a shift towards
rail and waterborne transportation modes is crucial, which in turn implies the need for an
efficient and reliable railway network to supply services over both short and long distances.
To continue to improve the competitiveness of train transportation, the current trends
point towards traffic at higher speeds, with higher axle loads and greater traffic density.
Each of these elements will increase damage and wear of the track system, which in turn
increase the need and cost of maintenance. By 2012’s estimate, the total annual cost for
railway infrastructure maintenance and renewal in Europe was between 15 and 25 billion
Euros (EECW GROUP [5]), which corresponds to about 70 000 Euros per kilometer
of track, cf. Lidén and Joborn [6]. Although rail damage data from Trafikverket [7]
shows that the number of rail fractures in Swedish railways have decreased from 80 to
50 fractures per year during the period from 2014 to 2020, it also shows that more than
33% of the fractures occur in welds. Hence there are strong economic and environmental
incentives for improving maintenance actions and their planning.
The low rolling resistance in the wheel-rail contact is a key factor for the high efficiency
of railway transportation, but it comes at the price of very high contact pressure between
1

the rail and wheel. The rolling contact loading results in a multiaxial stress state in
terms of a combination of compression and shear, and gives rise to both cyclic plasticity
and fatigue damage. Due to the high load magnitude and the large number of load
cycles during railway operation, the wheel and rail can be susceptible to high cycle
fatigue, whereby fatigue damage can have devastating consequences. A critical case is the
formation of brittle martensite, which can occur if the temperature in the rail or wheel
steel is increased to austenitization temperature levels and followed by rapid cooling.
Examples of events that may cause such temperatures include severe braking inducing
wheel slip or improperly performed maintenance actions (such as rail grinding and rail
repair welding).
In the centre of excellence in railway mechanics at Chalmers (CHARMEC), local temperature driven phase transformations of pearlitic railway steel and the resulting residual
stress-strain state have been studied both experimentally, cf. Jessop [8], Niederhauser et
al. [9], Ahlström and Karlsson [10], and using numerical simulation tools, cf. Esmaeli et
al. [11], Jergeus [12], Ahlström and Karlsson [13]. The studies confirm that these local
high temperature events can have detrimental effects on the structural integrity of railway
components. The studies also recognize the importance of accurate simulation models
to assess the consequences during railway operation conditions. Therefore, to improve
the fidelity of the simulation results there is a need to further develop the modeling, e.g.
regarding the coupling between the phase transformations and the temperature-dependent
cyclic mechanical behavior. There is also a need enable large-scale simulations to study
how the residual state from thermal processes is affect by repeated mechanical contact
loading.

1.2

Research objectives

The work presented in this thesis has been performed in the CHARMEC project MU37”Welding and other high temperature operations in steel”. It is an effort towards improving
the simulation tools used for simulating high temperature operations in railway steel. The
research objectives of this licentiate thesis and the research project financing this work
are:
• Develop thermo-mechanical material models of phase transformations and cyclic
plasticity in pearlitic railway rail and wheel steels. The goal is to use the models to
predict residual stress evolution and fatigue crack initiation in railway applications.
The models should be based on, and validated against, experimental data.
• Investigate and analyze basic assumptions in the formulation of the thermo-mechanical
material models and, if needed, improve upon these by extending available models
found in the literature to account for phenomena observed in experiments. Examples
that have been explored in this thesis are the assumption of the homogenization
method, the phenomenon of transformation induced plasticity, and the importance
of accounting for cyclic plasticity.
• Implement models in a finite element framework that can be used to simulate
processes in railway applications such as thermal heating events (e.g. braking of
2

railway wheels) and maintenance operations of rails such as grinding and welding.
In particular, the implementations should be used to study how the material state
resulting from such heating events is changed during operational conditions.
• Study the process of rail repair welding. This process is fundamentally different
from the flash butt welding or alumino-thermic (thermite) welding used when laying
the track, as it involves cyclic and more local thermal loads with less heat input.
Besides, it has not been studied to the same extent.
• The overall goal is that the research will lead to accurate and predictive methods to
support and improve technology development and reduce life cycle cost (LCC) in
the railway industry. The outcome, i.e. the simulations tools, should also aid in
designing maintenance procedures to reduce the risk for fatigue failure and excessive
wear.

1.3

Pearlitic railway steel

The production of everything metal involves heating and cooling during one or multiple
stages of the manufacturing process. For steel alloys, this entails not only liquid to
solid phase transformations but also solid to solid phase transformations. For the latter,
the base metal of steel, iron, takes on different crystalline structures depending on the
temperature and its rate of change. In interaction with alloying elements, this gives
different steel grades a wide range of properties, as shown in the strength and ductility
illustration in Figure 1.1. The interstitial carbon solutes in the iron lattice as well as
carbides forming play a key role during deformation as they impede dislocation movement,
thus hardening the material. Carbon is also a crucial element during phase transformations
as the respective crystalline structures have different solubility of carbon. For example,
the face-center cubic (FCC) structure of the austenite phase, stable at high temperatures,
holds more interstitial carbon than the body-center cubic (BCC) structure of the ferrite
phase, stable at low temperatures. Therefore, during the cooling of austenite with a
eutectoid chemical composition (ca 0.7 weight-percent carbon) under rather slow cooling
rates, it transforms into the two-phase microstructure of pearlite which is a lamellar
microstructure consisting of ferrite and cementite, where the carbon is bound in the
cementite phase which has the atomic composition Fe3 C, see e.g. Bhadeshia [14] and
Pereloma and Edmonds [15].
The strong laminar network of ferrite and cementite makes pearlite ductile and
relatively wear resistant, making it suitable for railway applications. However, to form
pearlitic microstructure from austenite slow cooling rates are required. If the austenite
is subjected to moderate cooling rates or quenching, there is not enough time for the
interstitial carbon solutes to diffuse out of the austenite FCC crystal structure in large
enough quantities to form cementite, whereby the metastable microstructures of bainite
or martensite are formed, cf. Raabe [17] and Lin et al. [18].
During rail manufacturing, the applied heat is controlled and regulated such that a
macroscopically homogeneous microstructure is generated without introducing significant
residual stresses. However, if the heating is not applied to the entire rail but focused on a
3

Figure 1.1: Total elongation and Yield strength, illustrating strength and ductility of
different commercial steels; IF - interstitial free, HS IF - High strength interstitial free,
MILD - Mild steel (low carbon steel), BH - bake hardening, CMn - Structural steel, HSLA
- High strength low alloy, DP - Dual phase, CP - Complex phase, TRIP - Transformation
induced plasticity. Image from Pereloma and Edmonds [16].
small spot, phase transformations may occur if the cooling is not regulated. For rapid
cooling of the heated spot, the resulting material state might no longer be homogeneous
pearlite, but a region of bainite or martensite. This local region will then be subjected
to significant residual straining and does not have the ductile material properties of the
surrounding unaffected pearlite. Examples of operations that may cause local heating
events of sufficiently high temperatures (above austenitization temperature) and rapid
cooling are welding, grinding, thermal cutting and severe train wheel braking.
In order to accurately analyze the mechanical residual state following these events by
numerical simulation, both the inhomogeneous material properties and residual stress
state must be accounted for. Papers A and B present material models and a simulation
methodology accounting for the thermal load history, i.e. the cyclic thermal straining,
phase transformations and corresponding change of material characteristics caused by
local heating events of pearlitic railway steel. The adopted phase transformation kinetics,
cyclic plasticity modeling of each phase and homogenization of the individual phase
behavior are summarized in the following sections.

4

1.4

Phase transformation kinetics

The main phases of a low alloy carbon steel considered in this study are ferrite, pearlite,
austenite, cementite, bainite and martensite. Note that this work makes no strict
distinction between phase or microstructure, all different fundamental forms of steel are
referred to as phases, even though e.g. pearlite is in fact a microstructure which is a
combination of the two phases ferrite and cementite. At a given constant temperature and
a known carbon content, the iron-carbon phase diagram gives the stable equilibrium phase,
e.g. austenite or ferrite. Metastable phases, such as martensite and bainite, nucleate as
the steel is subjected to high rates of temperature change. Paper A presents a detailed
phase transformation kinetic framework where the following phase transformations are
considered during heating and cooling:
• Heating: Austenitization of ferrite, pearlite, cementite and bainite
• Cooling: Austenite to ferrite, pearlite, cementite, bainite or martensite
• Re-heating of martensite: Martensite tempering and decomposition to ferrite and
cementite
The nucleation of austenite, i.e. austenitization, is a diffusive transformation that
occurs upon heating above the austenite transformation temperature. Higher heating
rates result in higher austenitization temperature, cf. Archard et al. [19]. The kinetics
of the transformation is presented in IT-diagrams and is, for a constant temperature,
described by the Avrami (JMAK) equation, cf. Denis et al. [20] and Fernandes et al. [21].
However, to account for variations in temperature during the transformation, Scheil’s [22]
additive rule can be adopted, cf. Verdi and Visintin [23].
Generally, slow cooling of hypoeutectoid steel in austenitic form produces a ferriticpearlitic microstructure. Whereas slow cooling of austenite in eutectoid steel yields fully
pearlitic microstructures and in the case of hypereutectoid steel, cementite nucleate in the
austenite grain boundaries, and the interior of the grains becomes pearlitic. At moderate
cooling rates there is less time for diffusion to occur and carbon will be finer dispersed,
forming a partly bainitic microstructure. As these transformations can be considered
diffusive, the JMAK equation and Scheil’s additive rule can be used to quantify the phase
fraction evolution.
At high cooling rates, i.e. quenching, there is insufficient time for diffusive phase
transformations to occur, generating unstable austenite at lower temperatures followed
by a diffusionless martensitic transformation. This transformation is modeled as purely
temperature dependent following Koistinen-Marburger [24] equation.
The constitutive phase transformation framework presented in Paper A also considers
tempering of martensite. Tempered martensite is modeled as an individual phase and its
transformation is modeled as only dependent on temperature, based on the dilatometry
experiment by Cvetkovski et al. [25].

5

1.5

Cyclic plasticity material model

A Chaboche plasticity model, cf. Chaboche [26], has been adopted and calibrated by
Esmaeili et al. [11] to fit cyclic experimental data at different temperatures for the
pearlitic ER7 steel (EN13262 [27]). The experiments are isothermal low-cycle fatigue
tests for temperatures ranging from room temperature to 625◦ C. This model and its
material parameters were used as starting point for the material modeling of the different
phases in Paper A. For the model to account for multi-phase stages, i.e. stages when
more than one phase exists, each phase is modeled by its individual constitutive model,
and homogenization is used to compute the total response (as will be discussed in
Subsection 1.6). This section presents a brief summary of the Chaboche plasticity model
extended with transformation induced strain adopted for all the individual phases.
For the small strain setting, the total strain  for each individual phase is assumed to
be additively decomposed into the following parts (see e.g. Mahnken et al. [28]):
 = e + th + tv + p + tp

(1.1)

where e is the elastic strain, th the thermal expansion strain, tv the transformation
strain, p the plastic strain, and tp the strain due to transformation induced plasticity
(TRIP). The model was extended from Paper A to Paper B by including the TRIP strain.
The elastic strain e governs the stress σ the phase is subjected to, whereby the stress σ
can be computed using linear isotropic elasticity by adopting Hooke’s law. The stress is
assumed to be decomposed into a deviatoric and a volumetric part:
σ = σ dev + 1/3 σvol I
σ dev = Idev : σ = 2 G edev
σvol = I : σ =

(1.2)

3 Kb evol

where G is the shear modulus and Kb the bulk modulus, both phase specific, temperature
dependent material parameters.
The von Mises yield function is used to distinguish elastic and plastic response:
r
3
|σ dev − X| − (R + σY )
(1.3)
Φ=
2
where R is the isotropic hardening stress, X is the total kinematic hardening stress
(back-stress), and σY is the initial yield stress. The total kinematic hardening stress
is obtained from adding multiple back-stresses, each following the Armstrong Frederick
[29] evolution law for kinematic hardening. The chosen number of back-stresses depends
on how many are needed to predict the experimental data, e.g. Nikas et al. [30] and
Cvetkovski et al. [25], with sufficient accuracy. In the model for pearlite presented by
Esmaeili at al. [11], three back-stresses were used. As a complement to experimental data
for pearlite the software JMatPro [31] was used to identify parameter values.

6

1.6

Homogenization

For a multi-phase material, the overall constitutive behavior can be obtained from
homogenization of the behavior of the individual phases, see e.g. Simsir et al. [32] and
Mahnken et al. [28]. The most common homogenization method for phase transformation
simulations found in the literature is the linear mixture rule, see e.g. Denis et al. [33] and
Fisher et al. [34]. But there are also non-linear mixture rules presented in the literature,
see e.g. Stringfellow et al. [35] and Bouaziz and Buessler [36], where it is shown that
linear mixture rules may not be sufficiently capable of replicating experimental material
behavior.
In Paper B we adopt and compare results for four homogenization methods: isostrain,
isostress, a self-consistent model and the linear mixture rule. The linear mixture rule is
the most straightforward way of handling multi-phase states in steel, see e.g. Ahlström
and Karlsson [13] and Fischet et al. [34], since it does not require individual material
models for the phases. By this method, the material model parameter values are taken
as the phase fraction scaled average. For example, the fourth-order stiffness tensor Ee is
computed as follows:
nx
X
Ee =
px Eex
(1.4)
x=1

Note that the sum of phase volume fractions, px , equals 1 and that the temperature
and phase fractions are assumed to remain constant during each time increment of the
mechanical problem.
In the other homogenization methods used in Paper B, this assumption allows for
homogenized strain and stress to be computed from phase fraction scaled averages of the
individual strains and stresses as follows:
d¯ =

nx
X

px dx

dσ̄ =

x=1

nx
X

px dσ x

(1.5)

x=1

For the isotrain (Voigt) homogenization method all phases are assumed to have the
same strain increment, i.e. dx = d. Therefore, the homogenized stress increment can
be obtained as follows:
dσ =

nx
X

nx
 X

tv
tv
px Ex : dx − dth
−
d
=
px Ex : d¯ − dth
x
x
x − dx

x=1

(1.6)

x=1

where Ex is the tangent stiffness. Similarly for the isostress (Reuss) homogenization
method, all phases are assumed to have the same the stress increment, i.e. dσ x = dσ.
Hence, the homogenized strain increment can be obtained as:
d =

nx
X

th
tv
px E−1
x : dσ̄ + dx + dx



(1.7)

x=1

However, since the model is used in a strain increment driven FEM algorithm the
homogenized stress increment dσ̄ is unknown. Therefore, an additional Newton iteration
7

scheme is needed to satisfy the isostress assumption, dσ x = dσ, while fulfilling the
homogenized strain increment (Equation 1.5), see Paper B.
In the self-consistent homogenization method, neither the strain nor stress increment is
prescribed. The method builds on Eshelby’s [37] solution of an elastic ellipsoidal inclusion
in an infinite elastic body. Each phase is assumed to be the inclusion and the surrounding
body is assumed to be the homogenized state. The stress, strain, and displacement fields
of each phase are thereby affected by the homogenized state. Originally formulated for
elasticity, the method is extended to plasticity by Hutchinson [38]. In this method, the
strain increment in each phase dx can be expressed as:
dx = Ax : d¯

(1.8)

with the fourth order concentration tensor Ax iteratively computed based on the Eshelby
tensor, see e.g. Lebensohn et al. [39]. The homogenized stress increment can then be
computed similarly to that of the isostrain method (see Equation 1.6):
dσ =

1.7

nx
X

nx

 X
tv
tv
px Ex : Ax : d¯ − dth
px Ex : dx − dth
−
d
=
x − dx
x
x

x=1

x=1

(1.9)

Thermo-mechanical finite element framework

High temperature operations in pearlitic steels involve simultaneous mechanical and
metallurgical processes occurring at different time and length scales, as discussed in
Section 1.3. Most of the different aspects and phenomena of the couplings between these
processes can be accounted for by using the finite element method (FEM). Figure 1.2
presents a schematic view of the couplings between the processes, described in greater
detail by e.g. Coret and Combescure [40] and Börjeson and Lindgren [41]. Several
works, e.g. Lindgren [42] and Dong [43], have shown that several simplifications of these
interacting couplings can be made without significant loss of accuracy in the simulation
results.
In Papers A and B we have adopted a decoupling of the thermo-mechanical analysis into
a transient thermal analysis and a quasi-static structural analysis. The temperature field
from the thermal analysis drives the metallurgical processes, i.e. the phase transformation
kinetics described in Section 1.4. Transformation strain tv , TRIP strain tp (in Paper B)
and thermal strain th , marked by green arrows in Figure 1.2, together with mechanical
loading drive the response in the mechanical finite element analysis. Figure 1.2 also shows
grey arrows recognizing couplings not accounted for the model implemented in Papers A
and B. Out of these simplifications it is, based on literature see eg. Edalatpour et.al
[44], believed that omitting the latent heat has the largest impact on the accuracy of the
simulations. However, this should be more carefully investigated in future work.

8

Figure 1.2: Coupling mechanisms between thermal field, microstructure evolution and
mechanical field in the adopted thermo-mechanical simulation methodology. Mechanisms
written with green text is accounted for while mechanisms written with grey text are not
accounted for in this work.

1.8
1.8.1

Summary and selected results from appended papers
Paper A

In Paper A, the FE-implementation of the phase transformation kinetics and cyclic
plasticity material model (briefly presented in Sections 1.4 and 1.5) is demonstrated in
a simulation of a scenario of a double wheel flat in a railway wheel. In this paper, the
isostrain homogenization method is adopted but no TRIP effect is accounted for.
In a single wheel flat scenario, the brake locks and the wheel skids along the rail
causing intense frictional heat input on a small contact patch. As the wheel starts rolling
again, the wheel tread is subjected to traversing rolling contact loading and the rapid heat
conduction can cause martensitic phase transformation. In the event of a double wheel flat
the loading scenario is repeated. This example demonstrates the capability of the model
to simulate both cyclic phase transformations and to predict how the resulting residual
stresses are affected by the subsequent cyclic mechanical load. These are key aspects when
evaluating the risk of crack formation in the brittle martensite. This section presents
some of the major findings of the study performed in Paper A and a brief description of
assumptions in the simulations. This is also presented in Figure 1.3.
The 3D FE model of the wheel is shown in Figure 1.3a. The loading consists of one
longer heat pulse, followed by three over-rollings, followed by a second shorter heat pulse,
and finally ten over rollings. The prescribed heat flux has a cut-off temperature of 1000◦ C
and the mechanical load corresponds to 20 tonnes axle load.
The resulting temperature field from the first of the two heat pulses is presented in
Figure 1.3b. Highlighted in this figure is the region shown Figure 1.3c, which presents the
9

Figure 1.3: (a) FE-model of a railway wheel, (b) one of two applied heat pulses, (c) the
resulting phase transformations and four data measuring points xi , and (d) comparison
with experimental results from Ahlström and Karlsson [45], F/P represents the un-affected
ferritic–pearlitic base material, PML the primary martensite layer and SML the secondary,
tempered, martensite.
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resulting phases after two heat pulses. A larger region of tempered martensite can be
observed, as well as a thinner disk of untempered martensite. As the second heat pulse
is shorter than the first, the material volume that reaches austenitization temperature
during this heat pulse is smaller. This results in a thinner secondary martensitic volume.
This can be compared to the experimental results from Ahlström and Karlsson [45]
shown in Figure 1.3d. This cross section view through a double wheel flat shows the
primary martensite layer (PML) formed by the first skidding event and the thinner,
secondary martensite layer (SML) formed during a second, less intense heating event. The
grey area at the bottom of the picture shows the ferritic–pearlitic (F/P) base material
which is unaffected by the heating events. The similarities between experimental results
and simulations show the potential for the adopted modeling framework.
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Simulation step

Figure 1.4: Maximum principal stress σI for each simulation step: (a) denotes the time of
temperature increase to the operational temperature, (b) the first thermal heating event (c)
cooling to operational temperature (d) to (f ) three mechanical over-rollings (g) the second
heating event (h) cooling to operational temperature (i) to (r) ten mechanical over-rollings
Figure 1.3c also shows five points, x1 to x5 , that are used when evaluating the stress
condition in the heat affected zone during the whole process. The histogram in Figure
1.4 shows the maximum (first) principal stress, σI , at each point for each simulation
step. The steps are the following; (a) temperature increase to the 100◦ C operational
temperature, (b) the first heat pulse, (c) cooling to operational temperature, (d) to (f)
three mechanical over-rollings, (g) the second, shorter heat pulse, (h) cooling back to
operational temperature and (i) to (r) ten mechanical over-rollings. The result indicates
compressive, or low tensile stresses in the secondary martensitic layer (see point x1 ) and
higher tensile stresses in the tempered, primary martensitic layer (see points x2 and x3 ).
Tensile principal stresses can cause failure in the brittle tempered martensite. This can
explain the small cracks that are visible in the primary martensitic layer in Figure 1.3d.
The histogram also shows the stress evolution during the ten over-rollings following the
second heat pulse. The trend of decreasing peak principal stress magnitude close to the
surface (see measuring point x2 ) suggests that the over-rollings are beneficial in terms of
mitigating the risk of crack related failure.
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1.8.2

Paper B

In Paper B, the modeling framework of Paper A is extended to include three additional
homogenization methods; the isostress method, the self-consistent method and the linear
mixture rule. In addition, the TRIP effect is accounted for. Comparison with experimental
data from Mahnken et al. [28] shows that for the homogenized material behavior to
generate the correct strain output, the TRIP strain tp , see Equation 1.1, must be
included in the individual constitutive models both the austenite and martensite. Figure
1.5 presents the experiment set-up and the corresponding FE-model used to evaluate the
homogenization methods. The surface of the railhead, shown in Figure 1.5a, is subjected
to focused laser heating producing a small martensitic disk, as shown in Figure 1.5b.
By using the 2D axisymmetric FE-model illustrated in Figure 1.5c, the laser heating
procedure is simulated in uncoupled heat transfer and mechanical simulation. Figure 1.5d
shows the predicted martensitic disc from the FE simulation.

Figure 1.5: (a) laser heated spots on the surface of a railway rail, (b) experimental results
showing cross section view of laser heated spot, (c) axisymmetric FE-model, (d) simulation
results showing a martensitic disc. Photographs in (a) and (b) are from Jessop [46].
Due to the multi-phase stages of the process, the end results from the four homogenization methods differ. Figure 1.6 presents the residual stress and phase fractions after
the heat has been applied and the temperature has cooled back to 20◦ C. The top graph
presents the radial stress along the surface of the FE-model presented in Figure 1.5c,
and experimental stress measurements obtained from the rail experiment by Jessop [46]
presented in Figure 1.5a. The vertical lines at the experimental measurement points
indicate the spread in measured data and the horizontal lines indicate the spread in where
the experimental measuring point is located.
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Figure 1.6: Top graph: Residual stress obtained using different homogenization methods
and experimental measurements. Bottom graph: Volume fraction and temperature at the
surface of the FE-model after cooling. Experimental results are obtained from Jessop [46]
Comparing the simulation and experimental presented in Figure 1.6 shows that none
of the models is a perfect match. However, as described in Paper B, the simulation uses
wheel material properties, whereas the experimental measurements are from rail steel. The
cyclic plasticity properties of the steel grades are similar; the finer pearlite lamellar spacing
in the wheel surface compensates for the non fully pearlitic microstructure. The phase
transformation temperatures are slightly different, but there are no principal difference.
Thus, it is believed that despite the different steel grades, the results are of the same
order of magnitude and the overall trend is valid.
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2

Introduction to FE welding simulations

This chapter presents an early attempt to use the material models and simulation
methodology presented in Papers A and B in fusion welding simulations. The chapter
starts with a general presentation of the mechanical aspects of welding in railways and a
brief introduction to computational welding mechanics. Next, the constitutive model’s
capability for modeling basic welding principles is discussed using free dilatation and
three bar experiment simulations. Finally, FEM techniques for modeling fusion welding
with a moving heat source and addition of filler material are described and demonstrated
for a case of single-pass butt welding of a plate.

2.1

Welding in railway mechanics

Welding in railway rails is typically performed for two reasons, joining the rails when
laying the track and repairing damaged parts of the railhead. In Sweden, rail sections
are normally first constructed by joining several rails in a stationary plant by flash butt
welding. These sections are then transported to the field and joined by alumino-thermic
(thermite) welding. Repair welding is generally performed using fusion welding to, layerby-layer, fill the gap after the damaged section has been cut away. For both welding
procedures, the localized heating generates rapid cooling rates in the weld and surrounding
material which may cause phase transformations and result in varying hardness of the
rail surface. In addition, studies of microstructural changes during flash butt welding by
Porcaro et al. [47] show how grain growth and partial pearlite spheroidization decrease
hardness, yield strength and tensile strength. Due to these irregularities, the welded region
acts as a weak point in the track system, which can cause uneven wear and increased
contact forces between the railway wheel and the track.
Studies of the residual stress field from flash butt welding, cf. Skyttebol and Josefson
[48] and Tawfik et al. [49], and thermite welding, cf. Josefson et al. [50] and Salehi
et al. [51], indicate high tensile residual stresses in the web of the welded rail at the
weld and the interface to the rail. Moreover, the studies show that these stresses are not
redistributed during typical operational loads. Hence, the residual stress state may have a
detrimental effect by contributing to the growth of horizontal fatigue cracks from defects
below the railhead surface, cf. Skyttebol et al. [52] and Josefson [53].
For repair welding, the multiple layers of deposited weld beads cause a more complex
evolution of the stress field, compared to e.g. the intense heat input of thermite welding.
As the heat input per weld pass during repair welding is lower and affects a smaller region,
the cooling rates will be higher. Also, by each additional weld pass, the previous layers
and surrounding region are reheated causing more pronounced cyclic straining. Therefore,
there is a greater risk of both martensite formation and varying surface hardness. Efforts
to study rail repair welding mechanically were made by Kabo et al. [54] and by Lee
et al. [55]. Results in both these references indicate that operational rolling contact
loads redistribute the residual stresses at the surface of the repaired rail, while the stress
magnitudes are increased beneath the rail surface. Thus reducing the risk of crack
initiation on the repaired surface, but increasing the risk for subsurface crack initiation.
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2.2

Computational welding mechanics

The welding process is an inherent multi-physics and multi-scale transient problem, and
simulations therefore require modeling of multiple overlapping physical phenomena. The
many interacting phenomena of wire arc muilt-pass fusion welding are described by e.g.
Runesson et al. [56]. Fortunately, when simulating welding many of these interactions
are negligible compared to the interactions in what Lindgren [57] refers to as classical
computational welding mechanics, i.e. only the interacting mechanisms presented in
Figure 1.2. However, depending on the scope of the analysis, other interactions may need
to be included, e.g. the heat source model might need to include electrical arc weld physics.
The scope often involves studying the residual stress field and the resulting distortions.
With this purpose, the common practice is to use analytical or numerical heat input
models and not to include fluid flow together with thermo-mechanics, thereby isolating
the thermal, mechanical and metallurgical phenomena and interactions, cf. Goldak and
Akhlaghi [58].
By assuming that plastic dissipated energy is negligible compared to the weld arc
heat input and that deformation is small enough not to affect the heat transfer at the
thermal boundary conditions, the system can be considered as a one-way coupled thermomechanical system. Together with the assumption that the stress field does not affect
the microstructure evolution (e.g. the Magee TRIP effect [59]), this allows for the heat
transfer problem to be solved prior to solving the mechanical problem.
Regarding the multi-scale aspects of welding, processes on the microscopic level for the
thermal, mechanical and metallurgical interactions include grain growth, dissolution and
precipitation of alloying elements, changes in dislocation density and phase transformations.
All these processes affect the residual state of the material in terms of e.g. hardness,
strength and toughness, and depending on the scope of the analysis these can be accounted
for in simulations, see e.g. Oddy et al. [60]. However, on the macroscopic level its generally
only the phase transformation aspect that has to be accounted for.
Although this presentation of computational welding mechanics is brief, the work
presented in Papers A and B shows several similarities to macroscopic welding simulations
in terms of thermo-mechanical material modeling. However, in terms of the necessary
FEM framework, welding simulations are more complex than the simulations presented
in Papers A and B. Requiring intricate modeling techniques for the heat input from the
moving heat source, the filler material and component geometry, which will be presented
in the sections that follow.
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2.3

Dilatation simulation

This section presents dilatation simulations and simulations of thermal expansion under
uniaxial stress conditions with the purpose of examining whether the material models
presented in Papers A and B possesses the basic characteristics needed for simulating
welding of pearlitic steel.
Material modeling in welding simulations must be able to account for processes during
both heating and cooling. The material model presented in Papers A and B includes
(as discussed in Sections 1.4 to 1.8) thermal expansion, phase transformation kinetics,
temperature dependent mechanical behavior and the TRIP effect (in Paper B). As an
example (from Paper A), simulation and experimental result of free dilatation is shown
in Figure 2.1. The simulation uses the isostrain homogenization method and the results
demonstrate the capability to account for phase transformations during both heating
and cooling, also the ability simulate tempering which may occur from the reheating of
multiple weld passes.

1st cycle
2nd cycle (simulation)
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2nd cycle (experiment)

Austenite formation 1
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Martensite tempering 4
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4
2
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Figure 2.1: Strain evolution when heating and cooling causes phase transformation of
martensite, pearlite and austenite. Experimental data from Cvetkovski et al. [25] are
shown only for the 2nd heat cycle.
In welding simulations it is important to include the TRIP effect. The thermal expansion and subsequent contraction of the weld and the heat affected zone are constrained by
the surrounding non-heated material causing stresses in the heat affected material. Hence,
phase transformations do not occur in a stress-free state, in contrast to the transformations
shown in 2.1. Phase transformation occurring in a stressed state produces additional
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strain due to the TRIP effect, see e.g Wolff et al. [61] and Fischer et al. [62], which in
turn impacts the residual stress state. Including this effect in weld simulations is therefore
required to obtain accurate predictions, see eg. Oddy et al. [63] and Mahnken [28].
This also seen in the simulations of thermal expansion under uniaxial stress conditions
presented in Paper B.

2.4

Three bar experiment

Important understanding of the stress and strain development during fusion welding can
be gained by studying a simple three bar model. This is a classic example to conceptually
model the residual longitudinal stresses in a welded plate, see e.g Masubuchi [64] and
Satoh [65]. It is here used to demonstrate the ability of the constitutive material models
and homogenization methods, presented in Sections 1.4 to 1.6, to predict residual stress.
Figure 2.7 shows a schematic illustration of two plates welded together and the three bar
FE-model. The weld connecting the two plates and the heat affected zone is represented
by the center bar, whereas the plates are represented by the two outer bars. To simulate
the welding process and resulting residual stresses a weld-level temperature increase is
prescribed to the center bar, followed by a representative cooling. The corresponding
expansion and contraction of the heated bar are prevented by the outer bars, similar to
how the plates prevent the heat affected zone from expanding freely.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2: (a) Schematic illustration of two plates welded together and (b) a three bar
FE model with a heated bar in red, cold bars in blue, and vertical constraint in green.
The FE-model consists of second order 20 node brick elements. All bars are constrained
vertically (z-direction) at the bottom end and their vertical displacements at the top end
are connected via a rigid body coupling, marked by green lines in Figure 2.7b. The heated
center bar is free to expand in the x- and y-direction. Based on the analytical reasoning
presented by Dong [66] the size of the areas of the non-heated bars is assumed to be five
times that of the heated bar. The adopted material model for the three bars is the model
presented in Paper A for the pearlitic railway wheel steel ER7 (EN13262 [27]), extended
with the TRIP strain model for tool steel 1.2312 (ISO4957 [67]) presented in Paper B.
The temperature load prescribed to the center bar is a smooth ramp from room
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temperature to 1000◦ C and back to room temperature in 2 seconds. Although a cooling
rate of 1000◦ C/s is more reminiscent of quenching than welding operations, this is used
for demonstration purposes to force martensite formation. To simulate welding with
a temperature load below the typical melting temperature of steel may at first glance
seem odd. But it is the common practice in classical welding mechanics, cf. Lindgren
[68]. At near melting temperatures the material behavior is assumed to be close to
ideal-plastic, also available knowledge of mechanical behavior at these temperature levels
is scarce (compared to data available at lower temperatures), whereby a simulation cut-off
temperature can be motivated and generally does not impair the fidelity of the simulation
outcome.
The simulation is performed using Abaqus [69] together with user subroutines developed
in Papers A and B. Figure 2.3 presents the simulation results in four graphs; Starting
from the bottom, the first graph presents the temperature history prescribed to the center
bar. The second graph presents the time history of the material phase volume fractions,
illustrating the phase transformations taking place during the rapid heating and cooling.
The third graph presents the axial strain time history of the heated bar and the top
graph its axial stress. The distinct kinks of the stress and strain curves are due to the
limited selected temperatures used when linearly interpolating in the parameter data of
the material models, see Paper A.
The results presented in the two bottom graphs of Figure 2.3 show how the prescribed
temperature increase of the heated bar causes phase transformation from pearlite into
austenite during heating, and from austenite into martensite during cooling. These
results, combined with the restrained axial expansion generate the stress and strain results
presented in the top two graphs. Evaluating the two top graphs, four stages of interest
are identified; (1) heating leading up to the first phase transformation, (2) the first phase
transformation, (3) the heated stage between the two phase transformations and (4) the
final phase transformation and cooling.
During the first stage (1), the initial temperature increase causes the heated bar to
expand, generating positive axial strain. The cool bars prevent free axial expansion of
the heated bar, which thereby is subjected to compressive stress. As the temperature
increases, the heated bar softens, whereby the strained cool bars start to compress the
heated bar slightly. At about 0.6 seconds into the simulation, before the first phase
transformation takes place, the effect of the thermal expansion again becomes dominating
and the axial strain increases.
Up until the first phase transformation (2) all homogenization methods generate, as
expected, identical transient stress-strain states. It is during the multi-phase stages that
the effect of the different homogenization methods becomes evident. To further investigate
this, stress-strain relations at 725◦ C for pearlite, austenite and a dual phase state with
equal volume fractions of pearlite and austenite are presented in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.3: Simulation results for heated bar. Bottom up graph description; Simulation
temperature load, volume fraction, axial stress, and axial strain. Four regions are highlighted in the figure; (1) heating stage, (2) pearlite to austenite phase transformation, (3)
start of cooling stage and (4) austenite to martensite phase transformation. Results are
obtained from four homogenization methods, and for comparison from without the TRIP
effect.
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Figure 2.4: Stress-Strain relations obtained from uniaxial load simulations at 725◦ C for
single phase material states of austenite and pearlite and for equal composition dual phase
states using different homogenization methods.
Studying the material behavior at 725◦ C shows that austenite is softer than pearlite
at this temperature. As the softer phase gives the larger portion of strain in the isostress
homogenization method, this explains the significant change of stress and strain at stage
(2) of the simulation presented in Figure 2.3. Here the isostress method generates negative
strains in the system during the phase transformation. This is deemed non-physical
behavior as the thermal expansion during the heating stage of the bar center should
generate positive strains in the system. The isostrain and self-consistent homogenization
methods generate similar results throughout the simulation, whereas the results obtained
from the linear mixture rule differ. This behavior is deemed to arise due to the different
yield and hardening characteristics of the linear mixture rule, see Figure 2.4. For the
linear mixture rule, there is one yield surface and one hardening behavior based on the
averaged material properties of the phases, whereas for the methodology of using parallel
constitutive models each phase has its individual yield surface and hardening behavior.
During stage (3) of the simulation, the heated bar experiences a relatively low temperature gradient and no phase transformations take place. The stress increases as the
thermal contraction in the center bar is restrained by the cool bars. The one kink at
about 800◦ C, 1.20 seconds into the simulation is, as previously mentioned, due to scarce
material data points. The negative strains seen in this stage are due to the thermal strain
of austenite.
During the final stage of the simulation, stage (4) in Figure 2.3, the stress-strain
state changes drastically during the martensitic phase transformation. To interpret this
behavior, in terms of stress-strain relations, the material characteristics of martensite
and austenite at this temperature are examined in Figure 2.5. The figure also presents
homogenized characteristics of an equal composition dual phase state using the different
homogenization methods.
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Figure 2.5: Stress-Strain relations obtained from uniaxial load simulations at 333◦ C for
single phase material states of austenite and pearlite and for equal composition dual phase
states using different homogenization methods.

Examining the material behavior at the temperature of martensitic transformation
presented in Figure 2.5 shows a substantial difference in the behavior of the two phases.
With the same reasoning as discussed for the pearlite to austenite phase transformation at
725◦ C, this partly explains the sudden changes in the stress-strain curves at 1.6 seconds
into the simulation presented in Figure 2.3. The density and thermal expansion of the
two phases also play a crucial role in understanding this behavior, which is presented in
further detail in the free dilatation simulations presented in Papers A and B. The TRIP
strain is also a major contributor to the behavior seen during stage (4). Its impact is
demonstrated in Figure 2.3 by the results obtained using the isostrain method without
the TRIP strain contribution. As the deviatoric stress drives the TRIP strain evolution
˙ tp , differences between the homogenization methods are magnified by the differences in
their respective homogenized stress.
In summary, the three bar experiment for conceptually modeling the longitudinal
residual stress in the welded plates shown in Figure 2.7a is as informative as it is simple.
It is especially informative for demonstrating the impact of different homogenization
methods. By the weld’s idealized heating and cooling stages, the mechanisms driving the
residual stress during phase transformations and restricted expansion are demonstrated.
The example shows how the residual stress obtained using the four homogenization
methods differs significantly, the isostrain method generates residual stress in the order
of 250 MPa and the isostress method in the order of 50 MPa. In the welding mechanics
literature, see e.g Masubuchi [64], the longitudinal residual stresses for this example are
at the yield limit stress level. The pearlitic ER7 (EN13262 [27]) material used in this
example has an initial yield limit at room temperature of 305 MPa (parameter valued
adjusted to fit the cyclic material behavior), whereby the simulation models demonstrated
in this example are likely to underestimate the residual stress. However, if we exclude the
effects of the final phase transformation in this example, the tensile residual stress in the
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heated bar will reach the yield stress level. Also, the material for the filler material may
have higher yield limit, which is not accounted for in this example.

2.5

Moving heat source

From the three bar experiment, the next step towards a 3D welding simulation is to model
the moving heat source of the wire arc welding process in the heat transfer simulation. Two
common techniques found in literature are either to use prescribed nodal temperatures,
see e.g. Lindgren et al. [70] and Seles et al. [71], or to use prescribed heat flux, see e.g.
Deng and Murakawa [72, 73] and Taraphdar et al. [74]. Modeling of the actual arch
physics is a complex research field, though it is possible, see e.g. Hu and Tsai [75], it is
deemed out of scope as discussed in Section 2.2.
To simulate the heat supplied from the arc several heat distribution shapes are proposed
in the literature. Common choices are the Gaussian distribution, see e.g. Eeagar and Tsai
[76], a double ellipsoid distribution, see Goldak et al. [77, 78], and a conical distribution,
see Spina et al. [79]. Farias et al. [80] compared the results from the three methods and
found that all give valid predictions of the temperature field, with the two latter giving
very similar results.
In Section 2.7, the double ellipsoid heat distribution is adopted and therefore implemented as an Abaqus [69] user subroutine with a cut-off temperature of 1000◦ C and a
welding speed of 10 mm/s. Figure 2.6 presents a generic illustration of the heat source.
As the simulation merely a first attempt at setting up a weld simulation, heat input power
and the size parameters of the double ellipsoid heat distribution are adjusted such that
the neighboring elements of filler elements reach the cut-off temperature.

Figure 2.6: Generic illustration of a double ellipsoid heat source. Heat affected volume
illustrated by the wireframe and heat input magnitude by the colored surface.
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2.6

Addition of filler material in molten state

Two common approaches to addressing the continuous addition of filler material during
fusion welding simulations are found in the literature, one is to use the silent (or quiet)
element technique, see Lindgren et al. [70] and eg. Kollar et al. [81], the other approach is
to use the element birth (or inactive) technique, see e.g. Chen et al. [82], Dong and Brust
[83] or Liu et al. [84]. Studies comparing the two approaches show how both techniques
generate similar temperature and stress fields for the thermal and mechanical analyses, cf.
Lindgren [85].
A common approach to save computational time is to add or activate the filler elements
not one by one, but lumping them into larger segments, so called macro beads, cf. Kik
[86], and activating them simultaneously, see e.g. Lee et al. [55] and Lundbäck and
Lindgren [87]. When simulating multi-pass welding scenarios it is also common to lump
several weld passes together, see e.g. Liu et al. [88]. In the simulations in Section 2.7, the
filler elements are activated individually, i.e. not using a lumped approach.
Furthermore, the quiet element approach is used in this work, where elements are
activated along with the moving heat source. For the thermal simulation, quiet elements
are assigned a low thermal conductivity and an initial temperature of 1000◦ C. When
the elements are activated they are given normal thermal properties allowing them to
participate in the heat transfer. The filler elements do not share nodes with the base
material as these nodes are assigned room temperature initially. Therefore a contact
conduction condition is introduced between the filler elements and base material elements.
This is activated in the same instance as the quiet filler elements, cf. gap conductance
elements used by Michaleris [89]. In this way the room temperature base material nodes
are unaffected by the neighboring 1000◦ C quiet nodes and fictitious temperature gradients
avoided.
For the mechanical simulation, the filler elements are activated as their temperatures
decrease below the initial temperature of 1000◦ C in an attempt to mimic solidification,
noting that this temperature is well below the liquidus temperature. Similar approaches
are found in the literature, e.g. a study by Brust and Rybicki [90] where they used
1150◦ C as activation temperature. The Young’s modulus of elements in the quiet state
is scaled by a factor 10−3 . For the filler elements to be activated in a strain free state,
their reference temperature for the thermal strain, see th in Equation 1.1, is 1000◦ C
and whatever strain that has accumulated in the quiet element is removed, similar to
the proposal by Chiumenti et al. [91]. In this way spurious stresses are avoided and the
contraction forces of the cooling filler material are accounted for. Using the FE mesh of
the heat transfer simulation, the filler elements do not share nodes with the base material
and tie contacts are used to constantly connect the surfaces. Nodal positions of the filler
elements are not adjusted upon element activation, as by Lindgren and Hedblom [92] and
Lundbäck and Lindgren [87]. This is reasonable if the deformations are small, which is
assumed in Section 2.7.
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2.7

Preliminary weld simulation

In this Section, FE simulations of a single weld pass in the butt welding of a plate are
demonstrated. The part of the plate included in the FE-model is presented in Figure
2.7a where the two plates that are welded together are shown. The heat transfer analysis
uses the pink and green parts of the FE model in Figure 2.7b, whereas the mechanical
simulation uses only one of the green parts. In this way the boundary effects from the heat
transfer simulation are not carried on to the mechanical simulation. Highlighted in red in
Figure 2.7b is also the cross section from where results are presented. The dimensions
of the heat transfer model are 170 mm x120 mm x 15 mm with the weld preparation
chamfer of 10 mm depth.

(a)
(b)

Figure 2.7: (a) Schematic illustration of two plates welded together with the symmetry FEmodel highlighted (b) three pass weld FE-model, full model used in heat transfer simulation,
green model used in mechanical simulation and red center-cross section used in analysis
below.
The thermo-mechanical simulations adopt the one-way coupling described in Section
1.7 and the moving heat source presented in Section 2.5. The quiet filler elements are
activated with the heat source movement, see Section 2.6. Boundary conditions are surface
2
convection with a heat transfer coefficient of 25 W/m K and surface radiation with an
emissivity coefficient of 0.2, on both the top and bottom of the plate. Initial temperature
and surrounding room temperature are set to 25◦ C. The FE model has been prepared for
three passes of butt welding, but results will only be presented for a single pass.
In the mechanical simulation, symmetry boundary conditions are applied for the x − z
plane through the center of the plate and weld, as well as for the x − y planes at the
transverse plate edges. The coordinate system is presented in Figure 2.7b. The plate
edge opposite to the weld is unconstrained and rigid body motion in the x-direction is
prevented. The material used is the same as in the three-bar example. Note then, that
the weld filler material and the plate are assumed to have the same material properties.
The simulation is run in Abaqus [69] together with the user subroutines described above
and it accounts for geometric nonlinearity.
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Figure 2.8 presents the temperature field that is mapped onto the mechanical simulation.
Quiet elements not yet activated are hidden, demonstrating how filler material elements
are activated when the temperature drops below 1000◦ C in the mechanical simulation.
The rather steep temperature gradients seen in the model could indicate a need for refining
the FE mesh, see Figure 2.9.
The phase transformations following the first weld pass are shown in Figure 2.9, where
the martensite volume fraction is presented for the center cross-section highlighted in red
in Figure 2.7. A martensite volume fraction of zero represents pearlite. The figure also
presents the data point, P1, from where the stress-history will be presented. The model
predicts significant martensite formation in the weld material and in the heat affected
zone. The somewhat irregular shape of the transition between martensite to pearlite,
again, indicates the need for mesh refinement.

Figure 2.8: Heat transfer simulation results, temperature distribution with the silent
elements hidden.

Figure 2.9: Residual volume fraction martensite, FE-mesh and data point P1 used for
stress history results
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The longitudinal residual stress along a path in the transverse (y)-direction at the
center of the plate thickness is presented in Figure 2.10. To evaluate the cause and
correlation between the different features of the material model and the obtained results,
residual stresses from four simulations; (1) a simulation with all features presented in
Sections 1.4 to 1.6 included in the model and using the linear mixture rule homogenization
method, (2) a simulation without the TRIP strain tp implemented in the model, (3) a
simulation including all features where the plate is heated to 500◦ C during the welding
procedure, and (4) a simulation without any phase transformation kinetics included, i.e.
simply heating and cooling of pearlite. A limitation in the simulations is that only the
material model with the linear mixture rule has been used so far.
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Figure 2.10: Transverse variation of the residual longitudinal stress at the center of the
plate, measured from the weld towards the free end of the plate.
By evaluating the overall trends of the results presented in Figure 2.10 it can be
concluded that the far-field material is unaffected by the welding as the stresses are
negligible for all simulations. Furthermore, for simulation (1) and (4) the material in the
heat affected zone, i.e. the martensitic region shown in Figure 2.9, experiences tensile
stresses and the neighboring region experiences compressive stresses. By comparing the
results from (4) with the other simulations it can be observed that by accounting for phase
transformations, the longitudinal stress is decreased due to the related volume change.
As the martensitic transformation takes place in a state of tensile stresses, the TRIP
strain tp becomes positive, thus generating positive stresses changes during the phase
transformation, as seen in both Figures 2.3 and 2.10. For the heated plate simulation, the
transformation induced strains cause compressive residual stresses in the weld a small
effect in the surrounding material.
Figure 2.11 presents three graphs, the top graph the history of longitudinal stress
for during the four simulations measured in point P1 in Figure 2.3. The two bottom
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graphs presents the phase fraction evolutions and temperature for the non-heated plate
simulations. These graphs show how the intense heating and rapid cooling causes
austenitization and martensite formation. The top graph complements the reasoning
regarding the results presented in Figure 2.10 by demonstrating the role of the different
features in the model during phase transformations, i.e. the residual longitudinal stress
level will vary considerably depending on the material model used. Note that for the
heated plate simulation, the heated austenite does not transform into martensite, but
back into pearlite.
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Figure 2.11: History data measured in point P1 in Figure 2.9 Top graph: Longitudinal
stress, middle graph: phase fractions and bottom graph: temperature
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3
3.1

Conclusions and outlook
Conclusions

Homogenization based macroscopic material models incorporating cyclic plasticity and
phase transformations were developed for thermo-mechanically loaded pearlitic steels. For
heating events, the phase transformations that have been accounted for are austenitization
and tempering of martensite, and for cooling events transformation from austenite into
pearlite, bainite or martensite. Cyclic plasticity was incorporated in the model by using
a Chaboche plasticity model with a von Mises yield function, non-linear isotropic and
kinematic hardening.
The models have been applied to railway related heating events in both Papers A
and B. Paper A presents an FE simulation of a double wheel flat loading on the tread
of a railway wheel. By simulating the repeated heating it is demonstrated how small
regions of primary and secondary martensite are formed and how some regions becomes
tempered when peak temperatures are lower. The following mechanical analysis shows
that compressive residual stresses are obtained in the primary martensitic layer due to
its volume expansion and that tensile residual stresses are obtained in the tempered
martensite layer. High contact loads are imposed onto the wheel tread to study how the
residual stresses from the thermal loads are affected by over-rollings. The simulation
shows how the maximum principal stress close to the surface tends to decrease. Whereas
the stresses in the tempered martensite layer stabilize at very high levels. The tempered
martensite is still rather brittle and therefore susceptible to crack initiation during the
high stress levels indicated by the simulation results. This has also been experimentally
observed in micrographs of a double wheel flat by Ahlström and Karlsson [45] where
micro-cracks were identified.
By extending the plasticity model to also account for the effect of transformation
induced plasticity, more accurate predictions of residual stresses are obtained, as is demonstrated in Paper B. This work also evaluates the influence of the choice of homogenization
method. Moreover, the four homogenization methods studied show different behavior
during the multi-phase stages in the simulated laser heated rail surface experiment, which
in turn generates different residual stress states. There is also a significant difference
between the methods in terms of numerical stability and computational cost. All things
considered, the self-consistent method shows the most promising performance as it is
numerically stable and is relatively computationally efficient, but mainly since it generates
results that are slightly more similar to experimental measurements available so far.
As a step towards FE simulations of repair welding of rails, butt welding of two
plates has been simulated. Implemented as Abaqus user subroutines, the butt welding
simulation includes a moving heat source in the shape of a double ellipsoid and continuous
addition of filler material using the quiet element approach. The material model with
phase transformations and plasticity developed in Papers A and B has been used for the
filler material and plates. The simulations show how the model is able to reproduce the
general residual stress behavior found in the literature, i.e. tensile residual stresses in the
heat affected zone and compressive stresses neighboring regions. These are promising
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results that can be used as a base for future work regarding simulations of repair welding.

3.2

Outlook

In the work presented in Papers A and B, and in this Extended Summary of the thesis,
there are some questions left unanswered, there are several aspects that are simplified
in the modeling and the weld simulation is still in its very beginning. However, the
simulation methodologies of using homogenization techniques and individual constitutive
models for the phases have proven to be quite versatile, whereby the framework opens the
door for future extensions and additions of modeling features. Examples of such features
and aspects that might need to be accounted for in future studies include are:
• The influence of the choice of homogenization method in welding simulations should
be studied.
• The interaction between a recently nucleated phase and its parent phase in terms of
plasticity and hardening inheritance should be investigated.
• Due to the cyclic thermal effects of multi-pass repair welding thermal recovery
effects, i.e. annealing could be necessary to incorporate in the material model.
• The heat transfer simulation should be extended to account for latent heat during
phase transformations. It is shown by Ahlström and Karlsson [13] that the influence
of latent heat is considerable when the cooling rate is relatively slow, whereby this
might be relevant in the welding simulations.
• Simulations need to be calibrated to experimental results to ensure that the results
are reliable. This is especially true for welding as the predictive nature of welding
simulations is limited without precise tuning of the heat input.
• Results from welding simulations using the presented material models and methodologies should be compared with results obtained from commercial welding simulating
software.
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